Network representation learning (also known as information network embedding) has been the central piece of research in social and information network analysis for the last couple of years. An information network can be viewed as a linked structure of a set of entities. A set of linked web pages and documents, a set of users in a social network are common examples of information network. Network embedding learns low dimensional representations of the nodes, which can further be used for downstream network mining applications such as community detection or node clustering. Information network representation techniques traditionally use only the link structure of the network. But in real world networks, nodes come with additional content such as textual descriptions or associated images. This content is semantically correlated with the network structure and hence using the content along with the topological structure of the network can facilitate the overall network representation.
INTRODUCTION
Mining information networks is important for different research and business purposes. Community detection for product advertisement in commercial network, paper classification in a citation network are some of the important applications. But traditional machine learning and data mining algorithms suffer in these applications because of the very high dimension (millions of nodes can be there) and extreme sparsity (a node is directly connected only to a very small subset of nodes) in the large network. So the Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). success of the mining tasks depend on the efficient feature selection and design of the network. Typically efficient feature engineering needs a lot of domain knowledge, experiments and human efforts. Compared to that, in a network embedding framework [20] , a function to represent each node in the form of a compact and dense vector is learnt mostly in a task independent way. As shown in the literature [6, 24] , machine learning algorithms perform better on these embeddings for different network mining tasks such as node classification, link prediction, etc.
There has been significant improvement in the network embedding literature in the last few years. But popular information network representation techniques, such as DeepWalk [20] , node2vec [6] , struc2vec [21] use only the link structure of the network to find the node embedding. But most of the real world networks come also with rich content associated with each node. They can complement the structural information, specially when the structure is noisy. For example, there are millions of active and connected users in Twitter and each of them can post thousands on tweets [11] . Content of these tweets can include text, images or videos. It is natural that connection between the users in such social networks depends on the content that they post. So to understand the underlying semantics of a network, it is important to consider this rich content information along with structure to model the overall network. Sociological theories such as homophily [15] also suggest a strong correlation between the structure and the content of a network. Besides, content has been shown to be useful for some mining tasks such as tackling filter bubble problem in networks [13] , evolving social action prediction [23] , etc. Hence combining content with structure for information network representation can help the node embeddings to be topologically and semantically coherent.
Integrating content of each node into the state-of-the-art network embedding techniques is challenging. However there are few matrix factorization based approaches [11, 32] present in the literature where content or the node attributes have been used with topological structures to generate the node embeddings. Deep learning based and semi-supervised approaches have also been proposed recently to model structure with other attributes [8, 8, 12] for network embeddings. These approaches have some limitation in the sense that they often need heavy computing power and memory or good amount of supervision to produce the desired results. Hence in this paper, we motivate the use of simple, fast and efficient methods to combine content along with structure for network representation learning. We first give two intuitive approaches for this task, and finally propose a novel technique SaC2Vec (structure and content to vector) which uses both structure and content in an intelligent way to find the embedding for each node in the network. It creates a multi-layer network and employs random walk along with language modeling techniques to generate the lower dimensional representation of the nodes.
Contributions: Following are our contributions in this paper:
• We motivate the use of content along with the structure for information network embedding. We propose some simple and intuitive approaches first, and also demonstrate their usefulness through experiments.
• We propose a novel unsupervised algorithm SaC2Vec, which creates a multi-layer graph and employs random walk along with language modeling techniques to generate the lower dimensional representation of the nodes. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first network embedding technique which employs a multi-layered graph where one layer corresponds to structure and each of the other layers deals with different types of content.
• We evaluate the performance of all the proposed algorithms on medium to large size datasets for different types of mining tasks such as node classification, node clustering and network visualization. The results are compared with different state-of-the-art embedding algorithms to show the merit of our approach.
RELATED WORK
We summarize the existing literature in this section, and find the potential research gap to be addressed in this work. Detailed survey on Network Representation Learning (NRL) can be found in [9] or [34] . There has been a lot of work on feature engineering for networks. Most of the earlier work in this area tried to design hand-crafted features based on domain expertise in networks [5] . Different efficient dimensionality reduction techniques were used to generate lower dimensional network representations. Various linear and non-linear unsupervised approaches such as PCA [30] and ISOMAP [2] have also been used to map the network to a lower dimensional vector space. In recent times, representation learning in the domain of natural languages exhibited promising improvement. This has motivated the researchers to use those ideas and adopt them to be used for information network embedding. The idea of representing words [16] in a document in the form of an embedding vector was used in DeepWalk [20] to represent nodes in networks. One can find a oneto-one correspondence between a word in a corpus and a node in a network. DeepWalk employs a uniform random walk from a node until the maximum length of the random walk is reached. Line [24] uses two different optimization formulations to explicitly capture the first order and second order proximities in node embeddings. It uses edge sampling strategy to efficiently optimize the objectives. In node2vec [6] , a biased random walk is proposed to balance between the breadth first search and depth first search while generating the corpus via random walk. Subsequently it also uses language models to find the node embeddings in a network. Struc2vec [21] is another random walk based node embedding strategy which finds similar embeddings for the nodes which are structurally similar. Social rank has been considered with the higher order proximities to generate node embeddings in [7] . These methods are fast and efficient but they consider only the link structure of a network.
Nonnegative matrix factorization based network embedding techniques have been popular for network embedding. A network representation approach based on factorizing higher orders of adjacency matrix has been proposed in [3] . In [27] , authors have shown the equivalence of DeepWalk embedding technique to that of a matrix factorization objective, and further combined that objective to a max-margin classifier to propose a semi-supervised network embedding technique. Modularity maximization based community detection method has been integrated with the objective of nonnegative matrix factorization in [29] to represent an information network. In [33] , authors have captured different node proximities in a network by respective powers of the adjacency matrix and proposed an algorithm to approximate the higher order proximities.
Deep learning based network embedding techniques are also present in the literature. In [28] , authors propose a structural deep network embedding method. They first propose a semi-supervised deep model with multiple layers of non-linear functions. Then second-order proximity is used by the unsupervised component to capture the global network structure. The idea of using convolutional neural networks for graph embedding has been proposed in [18] , and further developed in [8] where authors propose Graph-SAGE which learns the network embedding with node attributes in an inductive setting. Heterogeneous network embedding using a deep learning network is proposed in [4] . CANE [26] learns multiple embeddings for a vertex according to its different contexts.
A major limitation in all of the above works is that they use only the network structure for embedding. But for most of the real-world networks, rich content information such as textual description is associated with the nodes. Integrating such content is not straightforward in any of the above approaches. There is some amount of work present in the literature to combine structure with content for network representation. In [32] , authors have presented a matrix factorization based approach (TADW) for fusing content and structure. An attributed network embedding technique AANE is proposed in [11] . The authors again uses matrix factorization to get low dimensional representation from the attribute similarity matrix, and use link structure to maintain the network proximity in the embedding space. A semi-supervised attribute network embedding approach is presented in [12] . Network embedding for social network with incomplete and noisy content information is proposed in [35] . Many of these approaches are computationally expensive and are not scalable for very large datasets. Some of them (as observed in Section 6) also use content in a rigid way with structure such that the inconsistency present between the two sources affect the joint learning. So we propose a biased random walk based embedding approach which uses the informativeness of structure and content of a node, and learns the network representations by intelligently selecting the correct source at any phase of learning.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
An information network is typically represented by a graph G = (V , E,W , F ), where V = {v 1 , v 2 , · · · , v n } is the set of nodes (a.k.a. vertexes), each representing a data object.
is the set of edges between the vertexes. Each edge e ∈ E is an ordered pair e = (v i , v j ) and is associated with a weight w v i ,v j > 0, which indicates the strength of the relation. W is the set of all those weights. If G is undirected, we have
is the word vector (content) associated with the node v i ∈ V . So F can be considered as the content matrix. For simplicity we assume that the content associated with each node is only textual in nature. This can be generalized easily to other type of content such as image or videos.
Traditionally F can be represented by bag-of-word models. In a bag-of-word model, typically stop words are removed, and stemming is done as a preprocessing step. Each row of this matrix is a tf-idf vector for the textual content at the corresponding node. So the dimension of the matrix F is n × d, where d is the number of unique words (after the preprocessing) in the corpus. Given G, the task is to find some low dimensional vectorial representation of G which is consistent with both the structure of the network and the content of the nodes. More formally, for the given network G, the network embedding is to learn a function f : v i → y i ∈ R K , i.e., it maps every vertex to a K dimensional vector, where K < min(n, d). The representations should preserve the underlying semantics of the network. Hence the nodes which are close to each other in terms of their positional distance or similarity in content should have similar representation. This representation should also be compact and continuous as that would help in designing the machine learning algorithms better .
SOLUTION APPROACHES
First we discuss an important preprocessing step that we use throughout the rest of the paper. Given the network G with some content in the form of matrix F , our goal is to divide the network into two layers. The first layer corresponds to the structure, and the second layer is for the content of the network.
Structure Layer: Intuitively, this layer is the same as the given network without any content in the nodes. Mathematically, given the input network G = (V , E,W , F ) (as in Section 3), the structure layer is a graph G s = (V , E s ,W s ), with E s = E and W s = W .
Content Layer:
This layer is a directed graph which captures the similarity between pairs of nodes in terms of their respective contents. Again, given the input network G as above, we define the content layer to be the graph G c = (V , E c ,W c ). Hence the nodes in the content layer are the same as the input graph. For each node v i ∈ V , initially we compute the similarity or weight to all other nodes v j (j i) based on the cosine similarity [10] of the row vectors F i . and F j . . So, w c i j = Cosine(F i . , F j . ). But in this case, the content graph can be nearly complete (i.e., there is an edge between almost any pair of vertexes) and it would increase the computational time to process the graph. Whereas, in the structure layer, the number of edges is fixed. So we compute average number of outgoing edges over all the nodes in the Structure layer. Let's call it avд s . If the given network is directed, avд s = |E|/n, and if it is undirected then, avд s = 2 × |E|/n. We want the number of edges in the content layer to be comparable with the number of edges in the structure layer, so that it can help the random walk as discussed later. So in the content layer, for each node, we only retain the top θ × ⌈avд s ⌉ outgoing edges in terms of their edge weights, where θ is a positive integer. Figure 1 shows both structure and content layers, and their interconnections which we will discuss in Section 4.3.
Next we propose some intuitive approaches to embed an information network with structure and content. These approaches are also based on biased random walk, as it has been shown to be effective and computationally efficient for network embedding. To make the paper self-contained, we brief the language model technique that our models would use.
Language Modeling: In any language modelling, the basic task is to maximize the likelihood of a sequence of words appearing in a document. If W = (w 0 , w 1 , ..., w n ) is a sequence, then the task is to maximize the probability of the next word conditioned on its context words. Mathematically, it can written in the following form:
SkipGram can be used to generate embedding for words in vocabulary V [17] . In SkipGram model, given a current word, it tries to predict the context. In DeepWalk paper, the SkipGram model is used beyond language modelling, to generate representation for nodes in a network. For a graph G = (V , E) and for a vertex v i , ϕ(v i ) represents the embedding of the node. Considering w being the window size of the node, the embeddings ϕ can be found by maximizing the following objective.
Before going to the main algorithm SaC2Vec, we propose two simple and intuitive approaches to combine structure and content for network embedding.
Convex Sum of Embeddings: CSoE
The idea behind the convex sum of embeddings is to generate embeddings independently for the graphs representing structure and content respectively using node2vec algorithm. As both the structure and content are important for a graph, we have taken a convex sum of the two embeddings. This method can be used only when the node's embedding dimension is same for structure and content. Let e i s be the embedding of the node v i learned by using the node2vec algorithm on Structure graph G s = (V , E s ,W s ). Similarly we get the embedding e i c for node v i using node2vec on Content graph G c = (V , E c ,W c ). The final embedding in this approach is generated using the convex combination of the embeddings e i s and e i c component-wise giving the same length embedding e i convex . In this approach, if the dimension of the embedding of a node v i corresponding to the structure layer is K s and to the content layer is K c , then K s = K c = K and the embedding size for the same node after taking the convex sum will also be K. Mathematically, the convex embedding for the i th node is:
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Appended Embeddings: AE
In this approach, we append the embeddings e i s and e i c generated as mentioned in 4.1 for node v i corresponding to both structure graph and content graph. In this approach the node's embedding dimension can be different for structure and content as opposed to previous method. Hence, if the length of node embedding corresponding to a node v i of a structure is K s and for content is K c , then the embedding size for the same node after appending the embeddings is (K s + K c ).
The above two approaches are simple, but they produce the embeddings from structure and content independently, and aggregate them as a post processing step to get the final embedding of the network. Ideally one should couple the embedding generation process from structure and content, and optimize them together. We discuss such an approach in the subsection below. for v ∈ V do 8: select the node v as the starting node of the random walk 9: W alk = [v] ▷ Initialize the Walk(sequence of nodes) 10: for walkIter ∈ {1, 2, · · · , l } do 11: Select the layer to move next with probabilities as in 8 and 9 12: Move 1 step using node2vec to find the next node v i (Section 4.3) 13: Append v i to W alk 14: end for 15: Append Walk to Corpus 16: end for 17: end for 18: Find the node embeddings by running language model on Corpus (Section 4)
Solution Approach: SaC2Vec Model
Here we propose SaC2Vec model to embed an information network by coupling structure and content while learning the node representations. In this, we first get the structure layer and the content layer as discussed before. Then we connect the nodes which has one to one correspondence between the structure and the content layers. So, for any node v i in the original network, suppose the label of it in structure network is
To set the weight, we introduce few notations as described in [21] . Let us define the following for a node v s i in the structure layer.
It is basically the set of outgoing edges from i whose weight is more than the average edge weight in the corresponding layer. Similarly we can define Γ c i for the nodes in the content layer. Now we set, w
Similarly we can associate a weight of w cs i with the edge (v c i , v s i ), from content layer to the structure layer as follows.
w
Hence, we have generated a multiplex or multi-layered graph using structure and content, as shown in Figure 1 . Next we define a bias random walk on this multi-layered graph. The intuition of the random walk is as follows. Given, at a particular time-step of the random walk, we are at node v i , either in the structure or in the content layer. Before taking the next step, we first calculate the probability of taking that step either into the structure layer or into the content layer. Our goal is to move to a layer which is more informative in some sense at node v i . Let us define the probabilities as:
Let us try to understand the probability of selecting the structure layer at node v s i . Clearly, larger the value of w sc i , higher the number of outgoing edges from the node v s i with relatively high edge weights in the structure layer [21] . In that case, the random walk has many choices to move from the node v s i if it remains to be in the structure layer (as discussed later). Where as, if the value of w sc i is low, the random walk is likely to select only from a few nodes to move next. In the second case, the choice is more informative and less random. So when the value of w sc i is high, we want to prefer content layer, and similarly when the value of w cs i is high, we want to prefer structure layer.
We give an example to clarify this further. Figure 2 depicts a node v 1 having different number of edges (we have only shown the edges whose weights are more than the average and hence part of Γ s 1 or Γ c 1 ) from the vertex in the structure and the content layers respectively. Say at any time step of the random walk, we are at node v 1 . Now we need to choose the next node in the random walk. If we choose the next node on the basis of neighbors of v 1 in the structure layer then we will have 5 options to choose from, whereas if we choose neighbors of v 1 in content layer we only have 2 options to choose from. Thus we can make more informed choice if we go to the content layer and then choose from the neighbors of v 1 in the content layer (i.e. perform 1 step of node2vec or random-walk from node v 1 in content graph). This justifies the probabilities in Eq. 8 and 9 of selecting the layer to move next in the random walk. Once a particular layer is selected, there is no role of the other layer in selecting the next vertex to visit in random walk. Now we discuss the probability of selecting the next vertex from the current vertex v i , given that we have selected a particular layer (either structure or content, depending on which v i would be either v s i or v c i ), as discussed above. We run one step of node2vec algorithm [6] from the node v i in the selected layer. It is important to mention that, the node (suppose it was v j , j i) that we visited in the last step of node2vec, may not have a direct edge to the present node, in case if we have changed the layer. For example, we visited v s i from v s j , and then changed from structure to content layer, where there is no direct edge from v c j to v c i . In that case, the p and q parameter of node2vec will have no role to play and we will sample the next node only on the basis of the weighted sampling on the nodes directly connected to v i . Otherwise, v j would act as the last node visited in the node2vec algorithm 1 .
The next node selected by the node2vec step is added to the sequence of the random walk. We repeat the above step l times, where l is the length of the random walk that we want to generate from each node. Algorithm 1 summarizes the whole process. Lemma 1. Asymptotic time complexity of SaC2Vec is O((|V | + |E|) log |V |), which is same as that of node2vec.
1 Please check Section 3.2 in [6] Proof. Here we aim to prove, even though we are able to use content with structure, the asymptotic time complexity of SaC2Vec is still the same as node2vec. If we assume that the number of random walks from each node and the length of each random walk are constant, then the time complexity of node2vec is O((|V | + |E|) log |V |), due to the use of alias table to compute the transition probabilities. The time complexity of the random walk in SaC2Vec is similar to that of the node2vec algorithm. The only overhead here is the construction of the content network which in worst case can O(|V | 2 ). But since we want the number of edges for each node in the content network to be in the order of the average number of edges in reference graph, the content graph will have very less number of edges as compared to a complete graph. This fact can be exploited to reduce the overhead time for content network creation using an approach similar to Space Partitioning Tree [22] .
Space Partitioning Tree(SPT) is a data structure that allows us to find the closest object to another object in logarithmic time. But it can only operate under certain distance functions which satisfy non-negativity, identity of indiscernibles, symmetry and triangle inequality properties. As cosine similarity does not satisfy the non-negativity property, so we can not use the SPT straight away. If we add 1 to the cosine similarity value (which ranges from -1 to 1), then the first three properties are satisfied but the triangle equality property is not. It can be shown that, if we use normalized feature vectors then the cosine ranking is equivalent to euclidean ranking and the relationship between them can be described by ||x − y|| = 2 − 2 cos(x, y), where x and y are two normalized vectors. Euclidean distance being a valid metric for SPT, we can also use the normalized cosine ranking for SPT and thus k-nearest neighbors for a node can be calculated in O(log |V |) time. Hence, the entire content graph can be formed in O(|V |loд|V |) time. So the total Table 1 : Summary of the datasets used: All the datasets used have both network structure and textual content in each node. #Unique Words counts the number of distinct words in a network. Class Distribution is the proportion of different communities in a dataset. Inter/intra links is the ratio between the number of inter community links to that of the intra community links in a dataset. 
GENERALIZATION TO MULTIPLE CONTENT TYPES
Different social networks now-a-days contain multiple types of content such as rich textual information, images, videos, etc., along with the link structure. Common examples can be a set of user profiles in Facebook where users post text data, images and videos, a set of linked video pages in Youtube where each page contains description of the video along with the video itself. Trivially one can concatenate or aggregate the features from all the different sources of content, and treat them equally. But this is definitely not the best way, as these sources of content are very different in nature. So in this section, we extend the proposed SaC2Vec from a single source of content to multiple sources of content. The extension is simple. We again create a multiplex network from the given information network with different types of content associated with each node. Similar to Section 4.3, there is one layer corresponding to the link structure of the network -let us call that structure layer as before. Then we can compute one layer for each type of content. Let us use the index variable t to refer to these layers. Without loss of generality, assume t ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,T } where 1 stands for the structure layer and rest are for the content layers. For each node in the given network, we create one node in each layer of this multiplex network, and connect the corresponding nodes between any two layers. Link structure within the structure layer is same as the input network, whereas the link structure within each content layer can be formed in the same way as described in Section 4. Figure 3 gives a high level overview of the idea. To connect the nodes between different layers, we can again define Γ t i as in equation 5, ∀t = 1, 2, · · · ,T . Let us also define the weight of the edge (v t i , v t ′ i ) as w t t ′ i = log(e + |Γ t i |), t t ′ . Clearly, all the outgoing edges from v t i has the same weight. Again similar to the case of single content type, at a particular time step of the random walk when we are at node v i in one of the T layers, before the next move, there is always a chance for the random walker to go to a different layer or to remain at the same layer. For the two layer case, from Eq. 9 we know that p(v s i |v i ) = . Extending that to multiple layer case, the probability that the random walk would go to the layer t, given it is there at node v i at any layer, can be computed as:
The intuition of selecting the layer is similar to the two layer case. We want to prefer a layer where there are less number of heavy weight edges, so that the next move of the random walk is less random and more informative. Once we selected the layer to find the next vertex in the random walk, we can use one step of node2vec in the same way we have used in Section 4.3. This process of selection of layer and moving to the next vertex will be followed until the length of the random walk is reached. After that, we can use the same language modeling technique to find the embedding of the nodes in the given network.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we experimentally evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms and compare the results with state-of-theart network embedding algorithms. We used 4 real life publicly available network datasets which contain both link structure and the content of each node. To evaluate the quality of the generated embeddings, we have selected three different types of machine learning based network mining tasks: node classification, node clustering and network visualization. We find that our proposed algorithms (specially SaC2Vec) outperform all the state-of-the-art approaches across different learning tasks. For simplicity, we have considered the datasets having only a single type of content. As the datasets have only one type of content here, evaluation on multiple types of content (as stated in 5) will be done in the future. Figure 3 : Generalization of SaC2Vec to the case when there are multiple types of contents associated with each node. We first make a multiplex network having one layer for the link structure of the network, and one layer for each type of content.
Datasets Used
The following datasets have been used in the paper:
The Cora dataset consists of Machine Learning papers. The citation between them forms the network. Each paper attribute consists of 1433 unique words.
Citeseer 2 : It is a citation network consisting of 3312 scientific publication. Each publication attribute consists of 3703 unique words.
Flickr 3 is an online community where people can share photograph and can also follow each other which form a network. The tags specified on the image act as the attribute. The group which the photographer has joined acts its label.
Pubmed 2 : It consists of scientific publications from PubMed database related to diabetes classified into one of three classes: Experimental, Type1 or Type2. The content consists of 500 unique words.
A detailed description of dataset is provided in Table 1 6
.2 Baseline Algorithms and Experimental Setup
We compare the performance of our algorithms against the following state-of-the-art approaches: DeepWalk [20] , LINE [24] , node2vec [6] , TADW [32] , AANE [11] and GraphSAGE [8] . Among these baselines, DeepWalk, LINE and node2vec use only network structure, whereas TADW, AANE and GraphSAGE use both structure and the content of the nodes for generating the embeddings. We create two layers, one each for structure and content, from the input graph for our proposed algorithms, we also run DeepWalk, LINE and node2vec independently on these two layers to see the difference of using only structure and that with only content for these three baselines. We have mostly used the default settings of parameter values present in the publicly available implementations of the respective baseline algorithms. We used GraphSAGE in a non-inductive setting, i.e., all the nodes in the network were present from the beginning, for the sake of fair comparison.
In our experiments, two proposed intuitive approaches CSoE and AE, as well as the proposed SaC2Vec are evaluated for multi-class
Multi-class Node Classification
Node classification is an important application useful in cases when labeling information is available only for a small subset of nodes in the network. This information can be used to enhance the accuracy of the label prediction task on the remaining/unlabeled nodes. For this task, firstly we get the embedding representations of the nodes and take them as the features to train a random forest classifier [14] . We split the set of nodes of the graph into training set and testing set. The training set size is varied from 10% to 50% of the entire data. The remaining (test) data is used to compare the performance of different algorithms. We take two popularly used evaluation criteria based on F1-score, i.e., Macro-F1 and Micro-F1 to measure the performance of multi-class classification algorithms. Micro-F1 is a weighted average of F1-score over all different class labels. Macro-F1 is an arithmetic average of F1-scores of all output class labels. Normally, the higher the values are, the better the classification performance is. We repeat each experiment 10 times and report the average results.
The results for multi-class classification task on Citeseer dataset are presented in Table 2 . First, we observe that the performance of DeepWalk and node2vec on the structure layer is better than that on the content layer, whereas for LINE it is just the reverse. Hence it is not possible to conclude which layer is more informative in general for this dataset. Whereas from the results for Flickr dataset, presented in Table 3 , it is clearly visible that the performance of DeepWalk, LINE and node2vec is significantly better on the content layer than the structure layer. Hence we can conclude that content layer is more informative for Flickr dataset.
It turns out that for Citeseer dataset, SaC2Vec performs the best in terms of Micro-F1 for all the training sizes. With Macro-F1 score, SaC2Vec performs the best when the training size is less than 40%, and TADW performs slightly better (with a margin of 0.01%-0.02%) when training size is 40%-50%. In case of Flickr dataset, AE performs best for all the training sizes, both in Micro-F1 and Macro-F1 scores, beating SaCVec marginally (0.5%-1.5%). Hence the proposed algorithm SaC2Vec is able to learn well even when the available labeled data is very small. Surprisingly, even the two intuitive and simple methods, CSoE and AE, proposed by us are also able to perform good compared to many state-of-the-art approaches on this dataset. We can also see that AE is performing better than CSoE as the embedding features are preserved in AE while they are lost in CSoE due to the convex combination.
Node Clustering
Node Clustering is an unsupervised method of grouping the nodes into multiple communities or clusters. First we run all the embedding algorithms to generate the embeddings of the nodes. We use the node's embedding as the features for the node and then apply KMeans++ algorithm which is a modification of the KMeans with only difference in the initialization of the cluster centers [1] . Since we are performing the clustering in a totally unsupervised setting, KMeans++ just divides the data into different classes. To find the test accuracy we need to assign the clusters with an appropriate label and compare with the ground truth labeling which is available for each dataset that we have considered. For finding the test accuracy we use unsupervised clustering accuracy [31] which uses different permutations of the labels and choose the label ordering which gives best possible accuracy. Mathematically,
Here C is the ground truth labeling of the dataset such that C i gives the ground truth label of ith data point. SimilarlyĈ is the clustering assignments discovered by some algorithm, and P is a permutation on the set of labels. We assume 1 to be a logical operator which returns 1 when the argument is true, and otherwise returns 0. The clustering accuracies for different datasets and algorithm are shown in Table 4 . One can see that the algorithms proposed by us outperform all the state-of-the-art algorithms. It turns out that for the datasets Cora and Citeseer, algorithms which use only one of structure or content are not able to perform well. TADW was the best among the baseline algorithms. But SaC2Vec is the most successful algorithm in combining structure and content to produce the embeddings. In case of Flickr dataset, TADW, AANE and GraphSAGE performs badly. Although node2vec, LINE and Deepwalk are showing good results on the content layer, SaC2Vec is performing best. For the Pubmed dataset, TADW suffers badly, but DeepWalk and node2vec on the structure layer for this dataset perform very well. Interestingly, the performance of SaC2Vec is same as the performance of node2vec applied only on the structure layer (without the content). It means SaC2Vec is able to understand the possible inconsistency of the content layer during the learning process and embeddings were learnt mostly from the structure layer. Thus SaC2Vec is a robust algorithm and less prone to noise. Overall, Appended Embedding (proposed in Section 4.2) performs the best on Pubmed, as the final embedding is just the concatenation of the embeddings found from the two layers, and thus embeddings from structure are still able to separate the respective communities. Overall, while other algorithms could not perform consistently over the different datasets, SaC2Vec is able to perform well for all the datasets and always turns out to be the best or very close to the best among the other approaches.
Network Visualization
In network visualization, the whole network is projected into a 2D space, and the goal is to project it in such a way that the nodes in the same communities are placed close to each other, and nodes from different communities are placed far apart in the 2D space. Network visualization is unsupervised as the labels of the nodes are not being used for learning the map, they can be used in the 2D plots for a better understanding of the quality of visualization. Again we first run the embedding algorithms to generate embedding for each node in a network. We use ISOMAP [25] toolkit present in python Scikit-learn [19] library to convert these embeddings to 2D space. We use same color for the nodes which belong to the same community, and different colors for the different communities.
We have presented the results of visualization in Figure 4 . The Pubmed dataset has three classes. Hence, the visualization plots have three clusters for all the algorithms and they are represented by three different colors. For DeepWalk, node2vec and LINE, we have considered their performance only on the structure layer as the plots for the the content layer were not good in general. It can be seen that SaC2Vec is able to discriminate the nodes based on their communities. Surprisingly, TADW and AANE, though they use both structure and content, are not able to discriminate the classes in the 2D space. We also observe that node2vec and GraphSAGE are able to produce descent visualization of the network and close to that of SaC2Vec.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we motivate the use of content along with the topological structure of an information network to generate the node embeddings. We first proposed some simple and intuitive algorithms which use both structure and content, and then proposed a novel algorithm SaC2Vec to embed an information network by creating multi-layered network and then employ random walk for learning the network representation. We extend the SaC2Vec model for a scenario where each node can have different types of content such as text, images, etc. in it. Through experimentation we show that the embedding found can be used successfully for different network mining tasks. Comparison of the results with the six state-of-the-art algorithms shows the usefulness of our approach for network embedding. Experiments also show the robustness of SaC2Vec in the sense that it is able to intelligently select structure or the content in the case when one of them is noisy or inconsistent.
In the present experimentation, we have used datasets which have only one type of content along with the structure information. In the future, we want to conduct experiments with datasets having different types of content. Also in this work, we have considered only the static graphs i.e. the network structure is time-independent. In contrast to static networks, dynamic networks are those that change over time and usually encountered in real-life situations. In the future work, we propose to extend our idea to the area of dynamic networks. 
